Financial and legal decision-making capacity in the aphasic population - a narrative review.
Capacity is assumed to be present unless proven otherwise. Assessments of specific decision-making capacity for financial and legal decisions, although challenging in the general population, becomes almost impossible for individuals with language disorders (i.e. aphasia) in the absence of appropriate communication aids. Several capacity aids exist for the general population; however, it is unclear whether any communication aids exist specifically for the aphasic population to assist assessment of financial and legal decision-making capacity. A literature review was conducted of six databases with the assistance of a research librarian. From 171 articles screened, 12 were included in the final review. The literature focus was on medical decision-making capacity, and in particular, patient consent. Few articles addressed legal or financial decision-making capacity. Several articles identified the presence of general and specific capacity aids for the general population; however, there was a clear absence of similar communication aids available for the aphasic population with only one communication aid identified to assist with decision-making capacity assessment for healthcare and accommodation decisions only. Whilst a significant amount of research has been done on decision-making capacity, it is mostly focused on healthcare; in particular, on patient consent for treatment for the non-aphasic population. Although a communication aid exists to aid assessment of decision-making capacity for healthcare for aphasic individuals, no similar tools exist to aid financial and legal decision-making capacity assessments. This paper highlights an important problem encountered during clinical practice which requires further research.